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“…………., a
person’s greatest
emotional need
is to feel
appreciated”

We all want 
to be 
effective 
teachers

H. Jackson Brown



But, “Of all the hard jobs 
around, one of the hardest is 

being a good 
teacher”……Maggie Gallagher 



The intent…..

is to stimulate a conversation about
our own practices of teaching, and
to provoke inquiries so as to
become better teachers.



Four major themes  

a. Building relationship for success.

b. Creating conducive environment for
learning and achievement.learning and achievement.

c. Personifying as an ideal learner.

d. Use of assessment as a critical
instructional tool.



Overwhelming majority of good teachers believe that the
affectionate relationships teachers forge with their students are
the most important factor in creating the foundation for learning
and……….

……….it enables a teacher to make a powerful impact on the

a. Building a relationship for success

……….it enables a teacher to make a powerful impact on the
students

By believing passionately that their students will learn, they
encourage students to believe in themselves. Some teachers use a
simple word “Faith” to describe this fundamental belief.

Secrets for building a relationship for success.



Successful teachers command respect from their
students and express respect and care for their
students. These traits offer students a sense of place
and security.

 Secret 1: Nurture an authentic relationship of
respect and

caring

and security.

This reciprocal balanced relationship allows teachers
and students to work together toward a shared goal
of learning.



Successful teachers have an inherent belief
that their students can and will learn.

For these teachers, every student who walks

 Secret 2: Hold students to high
expectations.

For these teachers, every student who walks
into their classroom is a success waiting to
happen.

When you express unwavering belief in your
students’ ability to achieve, they rise to the
occasion.



Successful teachers continually

 Secret 3: Celebrate progress but keep
raising

the bar

Successful teachers continually
challenge their students.



Successful teachers create an environment that
is safe for students, both physically and
academically.

b. Creating conducive environment for learning
and achievement

academically.

The successful teachers believe that the
atmosphere in the classroom must start with
the teacher.

Secrets for creating a conducive environment.



Successful teachers establish ground rules for
what behaviour is acceptable – and what is not –

 Secret 4: Set clear guidelines for conduct
in the

classroom.

and enforce the rules of behaviour consistently.

These teachers earn a reputation for being
tough – but fair.



Successful teachers make the
classroom a safe place in which a

 Secret 5: Foster an atmosphere where it
is safe

to take academic risks.

classroom a safe place in which a
student can explore ideas and solve
problems without fear of ridicule
from classmates.



Successful teachers create a space in which learning
is meaningful and memorable.

 Secret 6: Make your classroom an
engaging

place.

is meaningful and memorable.

These teachers have a love of learning that they
want to instill in students. In this way, they invite
students to engage in learning.



Successful educators personify the ideal learner – they are
self-motivated.

• These teachers provide structured learning without being
rigid.

c. Personifying an ideal learner

• They are constantly seeking new and better ways of
achieving success.

• They are relentless problem solvers.

• They teach from the heart and not from the book.

Secrets of a successful educator.



Effective teachers talk extensively about
“how” to teach but their conversations are
based on the assumption that teachers
know their subject matter.

 Secret 7: Know your subject matter.

know their subject matter.

Several teachers emphasize the point that
good pedagogy isn’t possible without
strong content knowledge.



• Successful teachers draw on a vast arsenal of
instructional strategies to ensure that every

 Secret 8: Tailor instructions to meet the
needs

of every student.

student succeeds.

• Challenge is to communicate effectively so as
to reach every student and unlock the
potential for motivation and learning.



Communication - Meaning

It is the imparting or exchanging of information
by speaking, writing, or using some other
medium.

The different categories of communication are:

– Spoken or Verbal Communication: face-to-face, telephone,
radio or television and other media.

– Non-Verbal Communication: body language, gestures, how
we dress or act .

– Written Communication: letters, e-mails, books, magazines,
the Internet or via other media.

– Visualizations: graphs and charts, maps, logos and other
visualizations can communicate messages.



COMMUNICATION

• 7% WORDS
– Words are only labels and the listeners put their own

interpretation on speakers words

• 38% PARALINGUISTIC• 38% PARALINGUISTIC
– The way in which something is said - the accent, tone and

voice modulation is important to the listener.

• 55% BODY LANGUAGE
– What a speaker looks like while delivering a message affects

the listener’s understanding the most.





Barriers in Communication
(that have to do with the COMMUNICATOR)

• Unwillingness to say things differently

• Unwillingness to learn new approaches

• Lack of self-confidence• Lack of self-confidence

• Lack of enthusiasm

• Voice quality

• Language and vocabulary level



Successful teachers intentionally connect
what’s learned in the classroom to the
world outside.

 Secret 9: Relate learning to “real” life.

When students understand the “big
picture,” mastering the material
becomes meaningful and therefore
important to them because it becomes
useful beyond the bell.



Successful teachers see themselves as
facilitators and mentors – the intermediaries
between the content and the students.

 Secret 10: Orchestrate, don’t control

Successful teachers encourage students to learn
from one another.

They orchestrate the discussion without
controlling the conversation.



Successful teachers challenge their students to answer
the tough questions of how and why.

This is related to the notion of “desirable difficulty”.

 Secret 11: Get beyond the basics of who,
what,

where and when

This is related to the notion of “desirable difficulty”.

Learning conditions that introduce certain difficulties
during instruction appear to slow the rate of learning
but often lead to better long-term retention and transfer
than learning conditions with less difficulty (e.g., mixed-
or spaced-practice effect).



Successful teachers use various

 Secret 12: Adapt instruction method
that

works best based upon the
results of

assessments
Successful teachers use various
techniques, both formal and informal,
to assess student knowledge throughout
the year and ultimately use the one that
works best.



Use of appropriate learning strategies

Hattie and Donoghue (2016) identified >
400 learning strategies. These strategies
can be categorized in many wayscan be categorized in many ways
according to various taxonomies and
classifications.



Boekaerts (1997), for example, argued for three types of
learning strategies:

 Cognitive strategies, such as elaboration, to deepen the
understanding of the domain studied.

 Metacognitive strategies, such as planning, to regulate
the learning process.

 Motivational strategies, such as self-efficacy, to
motivate oneself to engage in learning.

Given the advent of newer ways to access information (e.g. internet), Dignath et al.
(2008) added a fourth category

 Management strategies, such as finding, navigating and
evaluating resources.



Learning strategies proposed by Marton and
Saljo (1984)

Surface Learning
Deep LearningDeep Learning

Strategic Learning

Subsequently, a third strategy was 
added



Surface learning Deep learning Strategic learning 

Try to learn in order to 
repeat what they have 
learned

Actively seek to understand 
the
material/the subject

Intend to obtain high 
grades

Memorise information 
needed for assessments 

Interact vigorously with the 
content 

Organise their time and 
distribute their effort to 

Three approaches to learning

needed for assessments content distribute their effort to 
greatest effect 

Take a narrow view and 
not concentrate on detail 

Make use of evidence, 
inquiry and evaluation 

Ensure that the conditions 
and materials for studying 
are appropriate 

Fail to distinguish 
principles from examples 

Relate new ideas to 
previous knowledge 

Use previous exam papers 
and assessments to predict 
questions

Tend to stick closely to the 
course requirements 

Tend to read and study 
beyond the course 
requirements 

Use marking criteria 
carefully 

Are motivated by Are motivated by 



70%

10%

72%

20%

Verbal
only

Visual
only

Recall by students

20%

85%

65%

After 3 hours After 3 days

only

Verbal
and
Visual



The teacher has to inculcate the following 
in the students:

Critical 21st century imperatives

Creativity and imagination
Critical thinking
Problem solving
Collaboration and teamwork



Based on their assessments teacher
should give feedback to the student not

 Secret 13: Share assessment data with
students

to give them ownership over
learning

should give feedback to the student not
only about what they are doing right,
but also about areas where they are
weak and can improve.



Conclusion





Epilogue

I hope this lecture
provokes inquiries thatprovokes inquiries that
help us to become better
teachers.



Any questions


